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1. Fill in the blanks.          10 

[key-frame, Hyper Text Markup Language, <Br>, essentials, start and stop, flow, 

Text box, GUI control, Home page, Search, engine] 

i) The first page of any website is called its ___________. 

ii) A _________ is used for searching information on the www. 

iii) The toolbox contains a veriety of _________. 

iv) The ________ control is used to display of accept the user input in the form. 

v) Flow lines show the ___________ of the data. 

vi) Flow chart always begin with the ________ and end with the ______. 

vii) HTML stands for _________. 

viii) The ________ tag inserts a line break. 

ix) By default _______ is the working environment of the Photoshop. 

x) A frame is called a ________. 

2.  Tick (√) the correct answer.         10 

i) Which of the following is used to input the value? 

a)                                       b)           

 

ii) The hyperlink can be created in a webpage by using _____. 

a) <A> tag   b)   <P> tag 

iii) What is the default extensions of an Photoshop file? 

a) .psd   b) .pss 

iv) Which of the following is a default mode of flash interface? 

a) Essentials  b) Animator 

v) Which of the following feature of Excel helps to view the data in an order. 

a) Filtering   b) Sorting 

3. Write the full forms.          20 

i) Modem    vi)      IDE 

ii) WWW    vii)  HTTP 

iii) ISP     viii)  URL  

iv) FTP     ix)  IP 

v) VOIP      x)  HTML 

 

 

 



 

4. Match the following.           20 

i) BSNL    - it is huge collection of interlinked hypertext  

document. 

ii) WWW   - An internet service provider 

iii) Google   - a collection of web page with related 

information 

iv) Opera    - a search engine. 

v) Website   - a web browser 

vi) F5 key   - font, Back color, Text 

vii) Properties   - Button, label check box 

viii) Ctrl + shift + A keys - To run the VB application 

ix) Tool box controls  - To fix of hide tool box. 

x) Auto hide pin  - to add new item. 

5. Write the short cut keys.          10  

i) To insert a key frame 

ii) To group the drawings 

iii) To break the grouped objects 

iv) To preview the animation 

v) To convert object into symbol. 

6. Answer the following.          30 

i) What do you understand by the E- commerce? 

ii) What is Modem? 

iii) Why is visual Basic called IDE? 

iv) Distinguish between algorithm and flowchart? 

v) Draw a flowchart to calculate the sum of two numbers? 

vi) Draw and label the basic shapes for creating flowchart? 

vii) Explain the use of <Marquee> tag? 

viii) Distinguish between sorting and filtering? 

ix) Define the terms “Alignment” and “Orientation”? 

x) What are charts? Name any 2 types of charts? 

 

 


